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HOMOSEXUALITY, COGNITIVE ABILITIES AND THE
ORGANIZATIONAL HYPOTHESIS. J. A. Hall* and D.
Kimura. Dept. of Psychology, Univ. of Western
ontario, London, Canada, N6A 5C2.
previous research has suggested that, due to
potential differences in pre and/or perinatal
levels of sex hormones, homosexual males may
possess patterns of brain organization and
cognitive abilities which fall intermediate
between those of heterosexual males and females.
The
performance
of
17
homosexual male
undergraduates was compared to a heterosexual
male control group (N=69) on spatial and verbal
tasks which reliably show sex differences.
Unlike previous studies, homosexual males showed
no significant reduction on a task of spatial
rotation; however, they were significantly
outperformed by heterosexual males on a
practical throw-to-target task. Additionally, a
significant gay male advantage on an ideational
fluency task and a significant non-gay advantage
on a test of mathematical reasoning were found.
Testosterone levels, assayed from saliva, showed
no difference between gay and non-gay males.
These data do not support the idea that
homosexual males have ability profiles which are
simply intermediate between heterosexual male
and female extremes.
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h b r a l hemispheric specializaticn differs bebeen sexes and the improving action of nicotine on cognitive fImctions nt?,y shw, s e d dimp
phim. Tne aim of t h i s stuctj was to study the effects of cigarette gnoking
on interhemispheric p m s s i n g . Me(M) and f d e ( F ) d e r s and nond e r s were tested using a carputex4msed program where d e r s were
projected rmdanly to different visual fiel&. In m e s e t of trials, the
subjects had to recqnize matching pairs; in the other set, they had to
perform a simple calculation. For a l l groups, the trials were nqxated
with a 15 min. i n t e r n during which the sndxem, deprived for 12 hrs,
&ed a standard cigarette. Reaction times and the nwkm of m m t RSw e s were evalsated(ANOVA). In simple mc@tion tasks(SRT), F 59nokers
performed better in tasks designed to test right hemisphere fkction (p(
0.05) with regard to reaction time. In arithmtic related tasks(ART), hcwever,F ~rrckershad mre correct responses in tasks dkigned to test l e f t
hemisphere fh~tion(p(0.035). In SRT, mcking shortened reaction times
&ring the second t r i a l mre prcmimntly in Fs (~40.035). In ART hwever,
M sr&ers benefited more fmn nicotine regarding -tion
times(p(0.E).
M e e r s were affected more
nicotine deprivaticn in ART(p<O.ffi)and
F snckers mrre in SI(T(pC0.05). (Xu. results imply that nicotine inprwes
inlmimdmispheric pwxssing of SRT and ART in a sexually dimorphic papattern.
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DYNAMICS OF MO*DULATED NOISY BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. Q&
A COLD-STRESS-INDUCED MEMORY
Chialvo. -C
a
n
dComputational Neuroscience
D. Shurtleff. J.R. Thomas. J. Schrot. k.
Program, Dept. of Neurosurgery, SUNY Health Science Center, Syracuse,
k
Naval .
New York 13210.
Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, MD 20889-5055.
The output signal from noisy bistable systems can be modulated in time
by applying a weak external periodic forcing. Such s stems when driven
Eight male subjects performed a delayed matching-to-sample(DMTS) task
with
noise exhibit Poisson distributed intervals (ISIII!. When a sine wave
at an ambient temperature of 4°C (cold) or 22°C two hours after ingesting the
is added to the input noise, the ISIH is multipeaked a t multiples of the
catecholamine precursor tyrosine (150 mgtkg) or placebo, administered
sine wave oeriod with an exoonential envelone; For certain amolitudes of
double-blind. The DMTS task required a correct choice to one of two
noise and signal, bistable systems exhibit &I increase in signd-to-noise
ratio with an increase in input noise (stochastic resonance). Here we
simultaneously presented matrices, one of which had been presented as a
present: 1. numerical simulations of a neuron 2. single unit recording
sample matrix 2, 8 or 16 sec before. Each matrix was composed of 32 red
experiments, and 3. a visual perception task, to show that the theory of
and 32 green squares, randomly distributed. After ingestingplacebo at 22"C,
bistable systems can be applied to information processing in the brain.
subjects demonstrated a characteristic delay gradient in which accuracy
1.A two dimensional difference equation model of excitable tissue driven
with white noise results in spike trains with a Poisson ISIH. For a fixed
declined as the delay interval increased between sample and comparison
noise amplitude, increasing the amplitude of an additional sine wave
stimuli from 2 (Mean percent correct=83.76% & SEM= 1.38) to 8 (80.21%
input results in spike trains with multipeaked ISIHs which hecome single
?r 1.66) to 16 (69.31% f 2.60) sec. A one hour cold exposure following
peaked a t hi her sinusoidal amplitudes.
2. In mesketized cats, single unit responses were studied in the spinal
placebo ingestion significantlyreduced matching accuracy at the 16-secdelay
cord and the somatosensory cortex. Rapidly adapting type neuronb showed
interval (50.41% f 2.06), which is attributed to cold's effect on short-term,
multipeaked ISIHs during sinusoidal vibrotactile stimulation of the
or working, memory. Administration of tyrosine significantly improved
receptive field. The envelope of these ISIHs had an exponential decay
matching accuracy at the delay interval affected by cold exposure (16-sec),
which increased with stimulus amplitude.
3. A cognitive visual task was developed to study hysteresis in viewing
such that mean matching accuracy was 65.76% f 2.8, equal to that at 2Z°C
ambigous
figures. Subjects were familiarized with and tested to rank
following placebo ingestion. Plasma norepinephrine, epinephrine and
images consisting of a smooth transiton from the face of a man to the body
tyrosine levels during cold and 22°C exposure were also measured and will
of a woman. The input/output map for ranking random sequences of these
he presented. These results indicate that tyrosine was effective in
images showed hysteresis and was modeled as a 1-D piecewise linear map.
When the ima es were presented iteratively with underlying noise and
ameliorating cold stress effects on DMTS performance, possibly by
periodic modsation increases in noise amplitude increased the
preventing a cold-stress-inducedreduction in brain catecholamine levels.
perceptual signal-to-Aoise ratio, exhibiting bistable stochastic resonance.
This paradigm can be used to study short term memory.

TYROSINE REVERSES
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NEUROPOPULATIONAL MECHANISM O F PARALLEL
CORTICAL PROCESSING IN THE MILLISECOND RANGE.
K. Nakamura*. Grad. School of Sci. & Eng., Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,
4259 Nagatsuta, Yokohama 227, Japan.
The cerebral cortex is capable of processing sensory signals to work
the motor system in a few hundred milliseconds, though single
neurons relatively slow to respond (several milliseconds). A
mathematical model of the cortical processing is presented to show the
processing is performed in an optimal parallel style. The cortex is
represented by a sequence of areas consisting of cortical columns.
Each column includes two populations of pyramidal cells and
interneurons inhibiting the cells. Membrane characteristics of the
model neurons is represented by the Hodgkin-Huxley electric circuit.
Analysis of the model shows (1) the columns are capable of detecting
several milliseconds with ratios of firing cells in the populations, even
though firing of single cells fluctuates, (2) the areas perform
competitive parallel computation using the temporal resolution, where
only the first activated columns are allowed to fire out of the columns
activated in parallel, and (3) synaptic plasticity regulated by the
hypothalamic reward system reinforces association connections
between the areas so that the competitive computation may lead to
rewarding move of muscles. (1) and (2) indicate processing of each
area completes in several milliseconds. This and (3) suggest repetitive
rewards reinforce the whole cortex to respond to sensory stimuli
within a few milliseconds.
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EXPECTATION LEARNING IN T H E BRAIN USING DIFFUSE
ASCENDING PROJECTIONS
S. R. Quartz*,-,
P. R. Montague, T. J. Sejnowski, The Salk Institute,
La Jolla, CA, 92037.
Diffuse projections originating in subcortical nuclei are known to influence
activity-dependent cortical plasticity and learning both during and after development. These signals may report to the cortex important events in the world
as well as which activity patterns in the cortex result from actions taken by an
organism e.g. proprioceptive signals associated with a movement. Although a
number of physiological actions have been attributed to the neurotransmitters
used by these pathways (acetylcholine, norepinephrine, serotonin, etc.), their
precise functional effectson learning within a large network of neurons are nuknown. We explore here a theory in which the derivative of the activity of
the ascending pathway drives learning at cortical synapses. This learning is
gated locally by a rapid diffusiblesignal produced by glntamate transmission
in a local volume of tissue. We call this effect volume learning. This scheme
forces the cortical networks to learn to predict the future changes in actiuity in
the ascending paihway. Moreover, a powerful influence driving cortical learning
obtains when one part of the cortex captures control over the mid brain structures that release the nenromodulators. This occurs by allowing for modifiable
NMDA synapses on the path from cortex to the midbrain nuclei. Using a large
scale computational model we demonstrate the theory and test it in a variety
of tasks including visual recognition. This scheme may result in impoverished
cortical representations in the absence of some way by which cortical patterns
can be combined, recoded, and redistributed to the cortex. We show how the
hippocampus can play a natural role in restructuring representations to make
this prediction possible.
Supported by NSERC, SERC, NIMH, Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
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